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Salvatore Rubbino takes young readers on another delightful sightseeing walk, this time through the

glittering streets of the City of Light.Vive la France! Join a girl and her grandfather on a walking tour

through Paris. Follow them as they climb to the top of Notre Dame â€” formidable! â€” sample tasty

treats at bistros and pÃ¢tisseries â€” dÃ©licieux! -- and take in a stunning view of the Eiffel Tower â€”

magnifique! Young Francophiles and armchair travelers will be charmed by Salvatore Rubbinoâ€™s

lively, sophisticated illustrations and fascinating trivia about this beloved city.
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Beautifully written and illustrated. Ten y/o grand daughter has fallen in love with Paris somehow

(she's not been) and she has her whole trip planned due to this lovely book. I would highly

recommend it for a young, first time traveler.

Wonderfully detailed tour of the many neighborhoods of Paris. Famous landmarks and special

places are noted, as well as information about the city and the way of life. Maps on inside front and

back covers, and helpful index, I bought it for a child, but am keeping it for myself, and I am

definitely going to get the author's A Walk in London. For inquisitive or well-traveled children anyone

who loves Paris.



The illustrations and the attractions the author highlights in this picture book are "magnifique". You'll

get a good sense of city life and what to see if you decided to follow your armchair visit up with the

an actual trip to Paris. The only downside here is that the editors use very small print to provide

sidebars that give additional information about what is pictured on the page. It is easy to miss some

of these tidbits so look carefully. Also I think this book will work better with an older child rather than

a younger one. Athough it is listed as appropriate for four to eight year olds I would hold off using

this book until the child is six or seven.Book provided by publisher.

Rubbino, two home runs!!! We bought this book, in addition to the London book, and fell in love with

Paris all over again! This time, we were able to share the experience of what Paris is like with our

two young children. The huge pull-out Eiffel Tower was a spectacular addition. What a find!

This book has been a fun introduction to Paris for my three year old son. Each time we read it he

spots something new. We're reading it often in preparation for an upcoming visit, it'll be fun to see

him connect text to life!

This book is a mix of non-fictional facts and trivia about Paris and also a fictional tale of a man and

his granddaughter touring the city. Personally I didn't find it that exciting; however, if you were

planning a trip to Paris (or have been before) I'm sure this would be a fascinating read, being able to

preview the sights and learn some of the history.

Just ok. Visited sites jumped around with no continuity. Also Artwork was just so-so. Didn't do the

lovely city justice.

This is a beautifully-illustrated book with lots of good information about some of Paris' main sights

and attractions. I read it to my Kindergarten French class, and they loved it!
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